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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces RFIMap, a system that aims to inex-
pensively characterize the spatial and temporal distribution
of RF spectrum occupancy of any indoor space at fine granu-
larity (tens of centimeters). RFIMap builds richwide-band in-
door spectrum occupancy maps using low-cost and battery-
free commodity RFID tags. RFIMap’s spectrum maps have
wide-ranging applications such as monitoring ambient in-
terference in smartmanufacturing, and smart hospitals. RFIMap
relies on the observation that commodity RFID tags natu-
rally reflect ambient transmission at other frequency bands,
without any modification. RFIMap uses these reflections to
estimate the ambient signal power originally received at these
tags. RFIMap further performs a careful modeling of indoor
multipath to build a dense spectrum map with fine spatial
granularity. Our experiments demonstrate spatial spectrum
measurementwith 2.15 dB ofmedian error at 2.4 GHz, 4.45 dB
of median error at 470-700 MHz TVwhitespace band, 2.1 dB
of median error at 1.8-1.9 GHz in diverse industrial and uni-
versity settings.
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Figure 1: Commercial RFID tags powered by a 915
MHz RFID reader, also backscatter signals at other fre-
quencies. RFIMap exploits this to recover the signal
power incident at the tag at desired frequencies.

1 INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the classic problem of spectrum
sensing with an emphasis on being able to inexpensively
monitor wide-spectrum spatially at fine granularity – tens
of centimeters.We target this long-standing problem inwire-
less literature but with first of its kind low-cost battery-free
easy-to-scale solution. Consider building a spatial heat-map
of RF interference over wide bandwidths in domains such
as smart manufacturing, smart surgery, or airplanes [32, 33,
50] that are crucial for system reliability and security. A rich
real-time spectrum map, say in a smart manufacturing facil-
ity, can help to understand how the interference would af-
fect different instruments within the space, and help us fur-
ther localize the interferer. Such severe interference can halt
time-sensitive and/or life-sensitive operations. To illustrate
a common example, imagine rapidly identifying and track-
ing wireless devices held by passengers that have not been
switched to airplane mode within an aircraft that may oth-
erwise pose interference to flight control systems. In other
words, we seek to design a system that can also support
spectrummonitoring applications where measuring the spa-
tial distribution of interference matters as much as measur-
ing spectral distribution. These dense spectrum maps are
also useful to network managers for diagnosing network
state, interference and faults. Finally, these spectrum maps
could lead to an extreme form of spatial reuse wherein fine-
grained unoccupied spectrum holes discovered can enable
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the reuse of spectrum over small areas, improving overall
throughput.

Despite the rich literature on spectrum sensing, achiev-
ing rich spatial granularity and wide-bandwidth results in a
natural trade-off, especially under cost constraints. Specifi-
cally, spectrum analyzers [56] and more recent software ra-
dio based systems [15, 40] offer high bandwidth, but mea-
sure spectrum at only one location and are expensive to
replicate spatially throughout a space. One could instead
use a robot or human to move these instruments around to
inspect the whole space periodically to save cost, but this
would fail to capture interference maps that change rapidly
over time. In contrast, lower-cost software radio platforms [34,
52] tend to trade-off sensed bandwidth for cost. Recent work
has proposed building low-power and wideband RF sensing
platforms [14, 26], but these require custom hardware that
are challenging to scale spatially in the near-term.

This paper delivers wide-band spatial sensing using a fa-
miliar battery-free platform that costs only a few cents –
commodity passive RFIDs. We present RFIMap, which uses
multiple off-the-shelf passive RFID tags distributed across
an indoor space to perform wideband spectrum sensing and
build a spatial spectrum map. Signals from these tags are
measured at a single wide-band receiver. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first spectrum sensing system using
commercial RFID tags to enable a cheap battery-free solu-
tion for scalable wideband spatial sensing. We show that
RFIMap can predict signal power with maximum error of
5 dB at 600-850 MHz, 1.8-1.9 GHz, and 2.4GHz in different
indoor settings.

At a high level, RFIMap operates by deploying commodity
RFID tags across a space where a spectrum map is desired
(see Fig. 1). Each tag harvests energy from a commodity
915MHzRFID reader deployed in the environment. RFIMap’s
key idea is built on the observation that commodity passive
RFIDs backscatter signals, not only from a 915 MHz RFID
reader, but also other frequency bands in their vicinity (in-
deed, a similar observation has been made in prior work
on RFID localization [31] and cross-frequency communica-
tion [5]). In fact, 915 MHz RFIDs backscatter in bands well
beyond where they are intended to resonate, albeit with less
efficiency but nevertheless quite detectable.

This fact turns a passive tag as a reflector for the signals
at the wide range of frequencies present in the environment,
albeit with different reflection coefficients. RFIMap captures
these backscatter signals from each tag at a singlewide-band
receiver co-located with the reader that senses the spectrum
well outside the 915 MHz ISM band (e.g., the 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi
band). RFIMap uses these measurements to obtain a wide-
band spectrummap at each location where a tag is deployed,
as well as interpolates these measurements for locations in-
between.

The rest of this paper tackles the various challenges in de-
signing RFIMap. To begin with, we consider an obvious chal-
lenge – since RFIMap uses commodity RFIDs, it can never
directly measure the received signal power from ambient
transmitters to tags. Instead, RFIMap measures the signal
power along the indirect backscatter path that goes from
the ambient transmitter, to the tag, and onto the wide-band
receiver (see Fig. 1). Said differently, this backscatter signal
is attenuated along two distinct paths: (1) The signal path
from the transmitter to the tag (i.e., what we seek to mea-
sure; shown in green in Fig. 1); and (2) The signal path from
the tag to the receiver (i.e., whatwe seek to eliminate; shown
in red in Fig. 1). RFIMap must therefore somehow estimate
and eliminate the signal path attenuation from the tag to the
wide-band receiver. To do so, RFIMap relies on a completely
different signal measurement that nearly takes a path iden-
tical to the one, we seek to eliminate. Specifically, consider
the 915 MHz backscatter signal from the RFID reader to the
tag – shown in blue in Fig. 1. We note that provided the
wide-band receiver is co-located to the reader, this path is
extremely similar to the one, we seek to eliminate. RFIMap’s
key idea is therefore to use signal measurements of the blue
path to estimate and eliminate attenuation from the red path.
The result is the desired signal power measurement along
the green path from any ambient transmitting source to a
tag in the environment.

However, transforming signalmeasurements from the blue
path to that of the red path is quite challenging. Besides, the
blue path is a round-trip path operating at 915 MHz, which
is quite different from the red path (e.g., which may be at
2.4 GHz). To deal with this difference, RFIMap must per-
form channel estimation at a desired band (e.g., 2.4 GHz)
using only measurements at the 915 MHz ISM band that
RFID readers operate on. To do so, we choose to model the
physical paths traversed by the signal. The key idea here
is to rely on signal measurements at 915 MHz to estimate
the locations of dominant reflectors surrounding the RFID
reader. One can then rely on ray-tracing signal models that
use these dominant reflector locations to estimate wireless
channels at the desired frequency band (e.g., 2.4 GHz). To
disambiguate reflectors that are close to each other, RFIMap
can also be extended to hop on TV whitespace frequencies
to improve the resolution at which the dominant reflector
locations are estimated, at the expense of the latency. We
can therefore use this strategy to estimate the signal along
the red path (at say 2.4 GHz) from that of the blue path at
915 MHz (Sec. 4). We further show how RFIMap can use ray-
tracing models to generate rich spatial spectrum occupancy
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output by interpolating channel measurements even at loca-
tions in between RFID tags (Sec. 5).
Limitations:We concede that commodity RFID tags have a
limited range of about 15 meters that limits the overall spa-
tial coverage of a system with one wide-band reader. This
could be remedied, in part, using recent work on long-range
commodity RFIDs [48], however, we leave this for future
work. RFIMap further explores ways to model the impact
of RFID tag orientation, radar cross section, and improving
multipath-resilience by leveraging the TV whitespaces in
addition to the 915 MHz ISM band (see Sec. 8).

We implement and evaluate RFIMap on commercial RFID
tags [1], an RFID reader [2], and USRP software radios serv-
ing as wide-band receivers. We build a spectrum map in dif-
ferent industrial and lab indoor settings. Further, we use US-
RPs as receivers, acting as ground truth for tags and wide-
band receivers for the readers. Our results show: (1) An 8 dB
overall improvement in predicting spatial signal power at a
particular location over a single USRP estimate deployed at
a different location. (2) Our multipath-aware interpolation
outperforms linear interpolation of the estimated received
signal with a 3.4 dB improvement. (3) RFIMap can predict
signal power with a median error of 3.19 dB at 600-950 MHz,
1.7-1.9 GHz, and 2.4 GHz in different indoor settings.
Contributions: This paper contributes:

• To our knowledge, the first spatial wide-band spec-
trum sensing system using COTS passive RFIDs.

• An approach to measure spatial wide-band RFID spec-
tral characteristics using measurements made at the
915 MHz ISM band.

• A detailed system implementation and evaluation in
diverse indoor multipath-rich environments, includ-
ing an industrial space.

2 RELATEDWORK
Spectrum sensing is an extensively studied area. To the best
of our knowledge, RFIMap is the first work to perform high
spatial resolution and wide-band spectrum sensing using
commodity RFIDs. We broadly categorize related work into
the following:
Low-Cost Spectrum Sensing: Recent work proposes to re-
duce the cost of each spectrum sensor [14, 34, 38, 43, 52],
which is crucial for large-scale and spatial spectrum sens-
ing. QuickSense [52] employs analog bandwidth filters and
energy detectors to provide an energy-efficient and low-cost
spectrum monitoring approach. Prior solutions [34, 38] also
have used the low-cost RTL-SDR connected to smartphones
or Raspberry-Pis to perform crowdsourced spectrum mea-
surements. Sitara [43] further developed a fully-integrated
portable software radio which has a battery life up to a week

and only costs $38 each. While these solutions demonstrate
great advances toward large-scale spatial spectrum sensing
deployments, commodity RFIDs offer an order-of-magnitude
improvement in cost and are battery-free. Specifically, we
use Alien Squiggle ALN 9640 tags [1] which cost $0.22 per
tag compared to prior low-cost spectrum sensors that cost
several tens of dollars such as QuickSense [52] ($100), [38]
and Sitara [43] ($38). While this paper uses a USRP as the re-
ceiver, it can be replaced, in production, by other lower-cost
SDR platforms and receivers [34]. For instance, if a narrow-
band sensing is enough for the intended application, narrow-
band low-cost SDRs such as RTL-SDR or QuickSense [52]
can be used instead of a USRP. Low-cost wideband sensing
can also be enabled by adopting other cheaper complemen-
tary platforms such as S3 [14].
Battery-Free Backscatter: Passive backscatter has several
advantages: low-cost, no batteries, and the ability to inte-
grate various sensors. There is much prior work on tradi-
tional backscatter technologies such as RFID [9, 16, 31, 46]
and NFC [25, 47, 58]. In recent years, researchers have de-
veloped backscatter systems on non-traditional frequency
bands such asWiFi [4, 8, 11, 55], LoRa [17, 18, 22, 37], FM Ra-
dio [20, 45], TV whitespaces [27, 36], etc. Further, there also
have been novel backscatter sensing systems proposed for
motion and vibration sensing [10, 51], localization [24, 29,
30, 42, 49], body health monitoring [21], etc. Perhaps clos-
est to RFIMap is [12], a short vision paper that motivates the
need of having a wideband spectrum sensing solution using
backscatter solutions. However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, prior work has not explored deploying a COTS RFID
backscatter system to perform wideband and spatial spec-
trum sensing.
Cross-Frequency Channel Estimation: Cross-frequency
channel estimation has been proposed as an important so-
lution to eliminate feedback overhead in Frequency Do-
main Duplexing (FDD) cellular networks. In such systems,
base stations infer the downlink channel based on the up-
link channel which operates in another frequency band.
R2F2 [44] models the underlying multipath using the up-
link channels of a linear antenna array, and infers the
corresponding downlink channel without any feedback.
OptML [6] further applies machine learning to obtain the
multipath which reduces the computational complexity of
the optimization process of R2F2, and also supported sig-
nal antenna devices. FIRE [28] trains an end-to-end gener-
ative machine learning model to predict downlink channel
without inferring the intermediate multipath, which signif-
icantly improves the channel prediction accuracy. Besides
cellular networks, Chime [13] estimates optimal frequency
configuration in LoRa systems by estimating multipath us-
ing a single LoRa packet and using distributed base stations.
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Figure 2: System workflow of RFIMap. In Step 1, we estimate the channel as well as dominant reflectors between
the RFID tags and the reader. In Step 2, we estimate the signal power incident at the RFID tag at an ambient
source transmitter frequency. In Step 3, we estimate the location of the ambient source transmitter. In Step 4, we
interpolate the spectrummeasurements to other locations via a smart multipath-aware interpolation algorithm.

RFIMap builds on this work but operates in a different con-
text – using 915 MHz RFID backscatter signals and relying
on multipath estimation from a distributed array of passive
RFID tags.
Wideband Spectrum Sensing: Promising progress have
been achieved in recent years to push the limits of spec-
trum sensing systems to real-time wideband sensing. Such
work is either based on smart sweeping algorithms to scan
wideband spectrum using narrowband sensors [15, 40, 53],
or sampling below the Nyquist rate using the Sparse Fourier
Transform [19, 41] or compressive sensing [39, 54, 57]. For
example, SweepSense [15] modifies the USRP to enable it
to sweep 5 GHz bandwidth in 5 ms, which achieves wide-
band sensing and high-time resolution. Sparse FFT-based ap-
proaches such as BigBand [19] and the compressive sensing-
based approaches such as [39] also achieve hundreds of
MHz of sensing bandwidth, when the spectrum is sparsely
occupied. More recently, !3 [14] achieves over 418 MHz
spectrum sensing in real-time based on adopting MEMS
acoustic resonators with only cheap and low-power ADCs.
In comparison with these works, RFIMap is solving a dif-
ferent problem: building a dense spectrum occupancy map
across wideband frequencies at a low cost. These systems
can be viewed as a complementary part to our standard
wideband receiver to further improve the temporal resolu-
tion of wideband sensing.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This section provides a brief overview of RFIMap. RFIMap
is a battery-free spectrum sensing system that aims to build
a dense wideband RF spectrum occupancy map with fine
spatial granularity. To achieve this goal, we deploy multi-
ple RFID tags across an indoor space where a spectrummap
is desired. An RFID reader and a wideband receiver are co-
located and used respectively to power the tags and receive

wideband backscatter signals for real-time signal process-
ing.

Fig. 2 presents the workflow of RFIMap to obtain a dense
spectrum occupancy map. In step 1 (Sec. 4.2), we first esti-
mate the channel between each RFID tag and the reader us-
ing 915 MHz ISM band signals, and further model the multi-
path by identifying dominant reflectors in the environment.
In step 2 (Sec. 4.3), we seek to accurately measure the sig-
nal power at each tag incident from the ambient transmitter
source at any frequency. To achieve this, we use the multi-
path model to estimate the channel at the desired frequency,
and then eliminate the undesired signal attenuation from
the received backscatter signal. In step 3 (Sec. 5.1), we use
the signal received by the reader from the ambient source
transmitter along with the reflections from all tags and the
estimated channels to localize that ambient transmitter. In
step 4 (Sec. 5.2), we further improve the spatial granular-
ity of the spectrum map by interpolating the signal power
of the vacant locations between two tags based on the the
multipath model and the ambient source location.

4 ESTIMATING SIGNAL POWER AT
RFIDS

In this section, we will explain how we estimate the signal
power at each of the RFID tag locations due to ambient trans-
mitters operating at any frequency.

We leverage a key observation: Commodity passive RFID
tags can backscatter RF signals at any frequency, provided
that they are turned ON by an external energy source. This
observation has already been made in prior work in the con-
text of RFID localization [31] and cross-frequency communi-
cation [5] for about a 200 MHz bandwidth around 915 MHz
ISM band. To further motivate this observation at other fre-
quencies, we measure the frequency response of a commod-
ity RFID tag at all frequencies ranging from 600 MHz to 2.5
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Figure 3: Frequency response of a commodity RFID
tag evaluated at frequencies from 600 MHz to 2.4 GHz

GHz (refer Fig. 3). We do this by sending multiple sine tones
at different frequencies and thenmeasuring the SNR of RFID
backscattered received signal. To enable this backscattering,
we ensure that the RFID tag is powered ON at all times us-
ing an RFID reader. Further, we performed this experiment
in an anechoic chamber to minimize any multipath effects.
In addition, the SNR received was appropriately calibrated
to remove any attenuation from different filter characteris-
tics at different frequencies. We observe that there are reso-
nant frequencies close to the 500-700 MHz and 1.8-2.4 GHz
band for a 915 MHz RFID tag, consistent with observations
made in the prior work [5]. Furthermore, the extended tran-
sition band around these resonant frequencies allows us to
transmit at a wide range of frequencies with only a slight at-
tenuation.There exists a range of frequencies (1.2 GHz to 1.7
GHz) where the frequency response of an RFID tag is very
poor.This is due to the impedance mismatch of the RFID tag
antenna at those frequencies.Thus, we can use these passive
tags to backscatter signals at a wide range of frequencies ex-
cept for certain frequencies in between where the response
is poor.

We will now elaborate on how we exploit this observa-
tion to build a wideband battery-free spectrum sensing sys-
tem below. For ease of exposition, we will assume that there
is only a single ambient transmitter source present in the
space and all the spectrummeasurements correspond to this
single transmitter. We will deal with the general case (i.e
multiple transmitter sources) in Sec. 5.

4.1 System Setup
Consider the setup shown in Fig. 4 where we have a single
tag (represented by ’T’) and an RFID reader (represented by
’R’) deployed in the space where a spectrum map is desired.
A wideband receiver with frequency a range from 600 MHz
to 2.4 GHz (not shown in the figure for clarity) is also de-
ployed exactly at the same location as the RFID reader. The

Figure 4: System setup for a single transmitter source
present in the environment. We want to indirectly es-
timate the signal incident at tag T, by eliminating the
channelℎ!→" from the signal received at thewideband
receiver R

RFID reader acts as a power source for the RFID tag and
the wideband receiver collects signal measurements at all
frequencies.

Now, given an ambient transmitter source (denoted by ’S’
in Fig. 4 and described as ’source’ hereafter) at a frequency
# , the received signal at the wideband receiver can have
2 channels - 1) direct channel from the source to the re-
ceiver (S->R) and 2) the channel which goes through the
RFID tag to the receiver (S->T->R). Since the RFID tag is
powered ON, the switching of its antenna impedance also
modulates the source signal incident on the tag which can
then be captured by the wideband receiver R allowing it to
disambiguate this channel from the direct channel. (specifi-
cally, we get ℎ#→! (# )×ℎ!→" (# )×$ where $ is the transmit
source signal).

However, to create a spatial spectrum map, we need to
measure the signal power incident at the RFID tag which
is given by |ℎ#→! (# ) × $ |. Thus, we need to eliminate the
channel effect of the direct path between the tag T and the
receiver R (ℎ!→" (# )) from the measured signal ℎ#→! (# ) ×
ℎ!→" (# )×$ .This allows us to indirectly measureℎ#→! (# )×
$ , which can then be further interpolated across all tags
present in the space to create a spectrum map. To achieve
this elimination, we first need to estimate the channel be-
tween the receiver R and the tag T at the source frequency
(ℎ!→" (# )) and then eliminate this from the measured chan-
nel at the receiver. We describe how we do this in the steps
mentioned below.
4.2 Receiver-Tag Channel Estimation
A naïve way to estimate the Receiver-Tag channel at a fre-
quency # could be to transmit a sine wave at this frequency
from the receiver location and receive the backscattered sig-
nal response from the tag. The round-trip channel would
then be given by ℎ2!→" (# ), taking the square root of which
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provides us with ℎ!→" (# ). However, this method has sev-
eral disadvantages. First, it incurs an additional overhead to
measure the channel between the receiver and a tag at the
source transmitter frequency every time the source pops up.
A possible workaround could be to calibrate the system at
the space where it is deployed and store the receiver to tag
channel information at all frequencies. However, these mea-
surements can quickly become stale due to the dynamic na-
ture of the channel. Second, even if we are to accept the over-
head, this method requires us to transmit sine waves at the
source frequency we want to measure, which adds interfer-
ence to the already existing transmission from the source.
This completely goes against our goal of sensing the spec-
trum in the desired space as it will give us an erroneous spec-
trum measurements at the source frequency. Thus, we need
an efficient (with low or no overhead) and an interference-
free method to find the channel between the tag T and the
receiver R at an arbitrary source transmitter frequency # .

Before we move ahead, note that the commodity RFID
reader present at the receiver location operates on the 902-
928 MHz ISM band to power ON and communicate with the
RFID tag. Furthermore, FCC regulations in the US dictates
that the RFID reader has to hop multiple frequencies in the
ISM band to communicate with the tag.
Our approach: The main disadvantage of the naïve ap-
proach earlier was the extra overhead of transmission from
the receiver location at all frequencies. Yet, we observe that
there is a certain transmission that is ON at all times, i.e. the
RFID reader signal.The RFID reader at the 902-928MHz ISM
band also hops in frequency within this band. This diversity
in frequency allows us to model the multipath present in the
environment, which when generalized to other frequencies
can be used to estimate any channel at that frequency. The
key challenge in doing that is to decouple a large number of
signal paths using channel measurements from a finite num-
ber of frequencies. Fortunately, our results in Sec. 7 demon-
strate that wireless channels tend to have a small number of
dominant paths and as a result, RFIMap can exploit this spar-
sity to identify dominant paths using only a finite number
of frequencies.

To model the multipath present in the environment,
RFIMap uses a Maximum Likelihood approach to identify
the best propagation characteristics that fit the observed
channels at multiple frequencies. For each tag, RFIMap it-
erates over a set of % reflector coordinates ($$ ,&$ , '$ ) for
( = 1, 2...% which denotes the candidate locations of the
reflectors present in the environment. Using this set of can-
didate reflector coordinates, RFIMap then calculates the opti-
mal phase shifts and attenuations for each assumed reflector.
RFIMap then uses the set of candidate reflector coordinates,

Figure 5: Estimating the channel between the reader
and the tag at any arbitrary frequency by modeling
multipath using 915 MHz RFID reader transmissions

optimal phase shifts and attenuations to find the optimal re-
flector locations which best fit the channels at all frequen-
cies.

Mathematically, given the tag T location, ($! ,&! , '! ), the
reader/receiver R location, ($",&", '") and reflectors loca-
tion ($$ ,&$ , '$ ) for ( = 1, ..,% (Refer to Fig. 5, % = 2 in this
figure;% = 6 in our implementation, refer to Sec. 7.2 for the
reason), for a given frequency # ∈ [902 MHz, 928 MHz], the
measured channel ℎ!→" (# ) between the receiver and the
tag is:

ℎ2!→" (# ) = ℎ"→!→" (# ) + ℎ"→%2→!→" (# )+
ℎ"→%1→!→" (# )

= ℎ&$'()* (# )ℎ&$'()* (# ) + ℎ&$'()* (# )ℎ!→%1→" (# )+
ℎ&$'()* (# )ℎ!→%2→" (# )

Generally, with% reflectors:

ℎ2!→" (# ) =
)2+

*2!"
+
−4, - !"#

$% +
.+1∑
$=2

,$−1)2+
*!"*!%&"

+
−2, -

(!"#+!"'&#
)

$%

(1)
where *!" = | | ($! ,&! , '! ) − ($",&", '") | | represents
the distance between the Tag and the Reader, *!%&" =
| | ($! ,&! , '! ) − ($$ ,&$ , '$ ) | | + | | ($",&", '") − ($$ ,&$ , '$ ) | | is the
path distance traversed by the signal going through the (*ℎ
reflector, ,$−1 is the reflection coefficient of the (*ℎ reflector,
)+ is the wavelength at the frequency # , and - =

√
−1.

We have made three simplifying assumptions here: (1)
The reflectors present in the environment are large and
therefore common for all frequencies (2) Reflectors are pla-
nar and infinite (an assumption we can potentially relax as
described at the end of this section) (3) Paths withmore than
one reflection are severely attenuated and do not contribute
to the channel model. The validity of our assumptions is dis-
cussed later in the section.
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Extending Eqn. 1 to . hopped frequencies in the 902-928
MHz ISM band, we can formulate the following minimiza-
tion problemwhich tries to find the complex ,$ values based
on how well they fit the measured channels at all frequen-
cies:

min
a

""[ℎ2!→" (#0 )
]
1×1 − [a]1× (.+1) / (.+1)×1

""
where

/1,0 =

[
)20
*2!"

+
−4, - !"#

$(

]
0=1...1

and

/$,0 =

[
)20

*!"*!%&"
+
−2, -

(!"#+!"'&#
)

$(

]
$=2...(.+1) ;0=1...1

Given *!" and *!%&" , the above optimization can be solved
in close form using a least squares fit:

a(2* =
[
ℎ2!→" (#0 )

]
1×1 (/

&/ )−1/& (2)
Now, we can estimate the goodness of fit of the assumed

reflectors locations ($$ ,&$ , '$ ); ( = 1, ..,% based on how well
they fit the observed channels. We define the goodness-of-
fit of reflector coordinates as:

0 (($$ ,&$ , '$ )$=1....) = 1/
""[ℎ2!→" (#0 )

]
0=1...1 − a(2*/

""
Thus, our problem of modelling the multipath reduces to

finding the set of coordinates of the reflectors in the geo-
graphical domain !, which gives the best performance in
the goodness-of-fit. Specifically,

134* = argmax
{ (5& ,6& ,7& )&=1...' ∈!

0 (($$ ,&$ , '$ )$=1....)

Note here that this optimization is performed for every
tag individually. This is done to ensure that we only model
the dominant reflectors for every tag. These dominant re-
flectors are likely to lie very close to the tag’s location and
thus, a dominant reflector for a particular tag can be a weak
reflector for another tag, with no or minimal contribution
to its channel estimate.

Having estimated the reflector locations for a particular
tag in the environment, RFIMap can now estimate the chan-
nel between the wideband receiver and the tag at any other
source transmitter frequency # . Specifically, we now have
the estimate ℎ(2*!→" (# ) given by:

ℎ(2*!→" (# ) =
)+
*!"

+
−2, - !"#

$% +
.+1∑
$=2
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*!%)*+

& "

+
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"'
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Modeling varying tag characteristics across frequen-
cies: The RFID tag can show varying reflection character-
istics across frequencies due to changing impedance of the
tag antenna across these frequencies. RFIMap tackles these
variations in the calibration phase itself. Since we perform

calibration for each frequency, the frequency-varying tag
characteristics can directly and separately be modeled.
Sensing spectrum at 915 MHz ISM band: One may ask
if RFIMap is using the 902-928 MHz ISM band to estimate
channels at other frequencies, then how does it sense trans-
mitters within this ISM band? This is done by choosing the
hopping frequencies carefully. The wideband receiver co-
located with the RFID reader can instruct the reader on the
frequencies to hop to by looking at its own spectrum mea-
surements.
Dominant reflectors close to each other: For many in-
door scenarios, it is possible to have multiple dominant re-
flectors which are very close to each other and cannot be dis-
ambiguated using the hopped frequencies in the 900 MHz
ISM band because of the limited 26 MHz bandwidth. We
note that RFIMap remedies the impact of this limited band-
width to an extent, by making a sparsity assumption onmul-
tipath – i.e. modeling a few dominant reflectors as opposed
to all reflectors. Our results show that this super-resolution
approach helps mitigate the impact of multipath to an ex-
tent, albeit could still impact accuracy in environments with
densely spaced reflectors. To tackle such cases, RFIMap can
be extended to replace the off-the-shelf RFID reader with a
wideband receiver emulating an RFID reader that hops on
TV whitespace frequencies as well as 915 MHz ISM. This
extra bandwidth improves the resolution and allows more
multipath reflectors to be disambiguated at the expense of
latency in hopping a few extra frequencies (see Sec. 7.2).
It is worth mentioning that RFIMap checks TV whitespace
databases every day and uses only the vacant frequencies.
Multiple, Non-Linear, and Finite Reflectors: We have
assumed that the reflectors in the environment are linear.
While this may not be true in the real world, multiple reflec-
tions off of a non-linear reflector can be modeled as a single
composite linear reflector. Note here that a signal with more
than one reflection is ignored in our formulation as such re-
flections suffer from a quite high attenuation. We also as-
sumed that the reflectors we have are planar and infinite.
To encode the finite nature of the reflectors, each reflector
can be composed of a set of finite points and these points
can be added as extra variables in the optimization formu-
lation. This will lead to an increase in search space and a
possible solution can be found with a moderate increase in
computational complexity.

4.3 Signal Power estimation at the tag
Now, given an ambient source transmitter ! transmitting at
a frequency #2 , the wideband receiver can distinguish the
signal coming from the tag from the direct path by using
the tag’s standard RN16 preamble. Furthermore, since ev-
ery commodity RFID tag has a unique EPC (i.e. unique ID),
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the wideband receiver can easily distinguish the signals re-
ceived from every tag in the case of multiple tags. Thus, we
can write the received signal from every tag 2* :

&*" (#2 ) = ℎ#→!+ (#2 )ℎ!+→" (#2 )$ (3)
∀3 = 1 . . .4, where $ is the transmit source signal and 4 is

the total number of tags. Using our Receiver-Tag Channel es-
timation algorithm, for every tag 2* , we estimate ℎ(2*!+→" (#2 ).

Dividing Eq. 3 by this quantity, we can get the estimated
received signal at tag 2* :

&(2** (#2 ) = ℎ#→!+ (#2 )$ (4)
If we take the ,56 (&(2** (#2 )), we get the estimated signal
power incident at the tag 2* . In the following section, we
detail how these measurements can be further interpolated
to create a spectrum map.

5 MULTIPATH-AWARE INTERPOLATION
There has been a plethora of work in developing spatial
spectrum sensing systems in the literature [34, 38], where
researchers try to create a spectrum map over an area by
deploying multiple sensors at different locations. However,
these systems lack the spatial diversity required to accu-
rately generate spectrum maps for an area. This can be at-
tributed to the limited number of deployed spectrum sen-
sors (due to cost, power etc.), which constrains the total in-
formation we can get from these spatially distributed sys-
tems. RFIMap tackles this problem by replacing conven-
tional spectrum sensors such as SDRs with countless cheap
and battery-free RFID tags and distributing them in the de-
sired space, allowing it to gain more spatial information as
compared to conventional systems.Thus, in this section, we
want to exploit this rich spatial information to create a dense
and accurate spectrum map over the whole area.

In the literature, various interpolation techniques such as
nearest neighbors, linear, cubic interpolation, etc. have been
extensively used to estimate spectrummeasurements at any
desired location. However, these techniques cannot model
multipath signal propagation indoors with sudden varia-
tions of the received signal over short distances. RFIMap in-
stead, builds on the multipath model generated in Sec. 4, to
interpolate measurements at any location taking the envi-
ronment’s effect into account. In other words, since we al-
ready know the location of major reflectors around a given
location, we can accurately estimate the effect of these re-
flectors on the signal power at a desired location.

The rest of this section describes two key challenges in us-
ing this multipath modeling to perform interpolation at new
locations. First, RFIMap estimates the unknown location of
the transmitting source using the multipath model we de-
veloped in the Sec. 4. Second, RFIMap uses this location and

Figure 6: RFIMap’s multipath aware interpolation.
RFIMap first estimates the location of the source 7# and
then estimates the signal power at any queried loca-
tion using the multipath model in Sec. 4.

the same multipath model to interpolate the channel at the
desired location. We describe both these steps below.

5.1 Localization of the transmitter source
Because of themultipathmodel estimated in Sec. 4, we know
the location of all the dominant reflectors present in the en-
vironment for every tag. We also get the estimated received
signal at every tag location. RFIMap then uses these received
signals to calculate multiple relative channels between ev-
ery tag and the source transmitter relative to the wideband
receiver channel and then trilaterates the location of the
transmitter source by removing the effects of the estimated
reflectors from the relative channels.

To understand this mathematically, consider Fig. 6. From
Eq. 4, we have the estimated received signal at tag 2* as:

&(2** (#2 ) = ℎ#→!+ (#2 )$

∀3 = 1 . . .4, where 4 is the total number of tags, #2 is the
frequency of transmission from the source S and $ is the
unknown transmit signal. Taking the direct signal received
at the wideband receiver (specifically, given by &" (#2 ) =
ℎ" (#2 )$ ) as the reference, we can estimate the relative chan-
nel at every tag 2* given by (assuming noise power is negli-
gible as compared to the signals received):

ℎ*'(8 (#2 ) =
ℎ#→!+ (#2 )
ℎ" (#2 )

≈ &(2** (#2 )
&" (#2 )

∀3 = 1 . . .4. Note here that this relative channel also elim-
inates effects of the frequency offset between the ambient
source and the wideband receiver. Now, since we know the
location and characteristics of the reflectors (given1*

34* and
a*(2* for every tag from Sec. 4), we find the location of the
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Figure 7: We deploy our system on different testbeds of different sizes and shapes: (a) Our industrial setting. (b)
Our industrial testbed deployment. (b) Different conference rooms in a university building.

source transmitter by solving this optimization problem:

7# = argmin
∑
*

"""ℎ*'(8 (#2 ) − ℎ(2*'(8 (#2 , (1*
34* , a*(2* ), 72 , 7* )

"""2 (5)

where ℎ(2*'(8 (#2 , (1*
34* , a*(2* ), 72 , 7* ) can be easily estimated

at a given frequency #2 for a candidate transmitter location
72 = ($2 ,&2 , '2 ), tag 2* location 7* = ($* ,&* , '* ) and the given
reflector locations and characteristics (1*

34* , a*(2* ). This op-
timization problem is then solved using the Nelder-Mead
simplex algorithm [23].
5.2 Interpolation atQuery Location
Next, given a queried location 79 , where the spectrum mea-
surement is required, we first find the closest tag to the
queried location termed as 334* out of all tags present in the
environment. Assuming that the queried location shares the
same reflectors as the reflectors for the closest tag 334* , we
can write:

&8, (#2 ) = ℎ(2* (#2 , (1*)*+
34* , a*(2* ), 7# , 79 )$

The above quantity, therefore, represents the desired
spectrum estimate at locations even where tags are not de-
ployed. RFIMap therefore, allows rich visualizations of spa-
tial RF signal power measurements that are significantly
denser than the deployment granularity of the tags.
Presence of multiple transmitter sources: The above
analysis assumes that there is only a single transmitter
source at a frequency #2 in the environment. What if mul-
tiple transmitter sources are transmitting at the same fre-
quency? Even if multiple sources are simultaneously trans-
mitting signals at the query frequency, our formulation ap-
proximates and combines these source locations into a vir-
tual source location. RFIMap then uses this estimated source
location and the estimated locations of major reflectors, to
find the received signal power at the query location 7: . We
validate this capability of RFIMap at 2.4GHz by predicting

the signal received at various indoor locations while a trans-
mitter source and ambient WiFi access points exist.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
We implement RFIMap using a commodity RFID reader[2]
and multiple commodity RFID tags (Alien ALN 9640 [1]).
The reader is configured to excite and query the RFID tag
by using Java Octane SDK[3]. Commodity RFID readers con-
tinuously frequency hop in the 902-928MHz as per US FCC
regulations. The ambient transmitter source and the wide-
band receiver are implemented using multiple Ettus USRP
N210s. Although USRP N210 can only support a maximum
of 40 MHz bandwidth, we emulate the wideband behavior
by frequency hopping across all frequencies where RFIMap
can work. We use circularly polarized panel antenna for the
reader and omnidirectional antennas at different frequen-
cies such as TV whitespaces, WiFi, and 915 MHz ISM band
for our wideband receiver.
Testbeds. We evaluate our system in diverse indoor indus-
trial and university settings. In a university setting (see
Fig. 7c), we deployed 5 tags each in two different rooms:
room A (6.9 m × 4.8 m × 3.4 m) and room B (4.7 m × 3.5
m × 3.4 m), and 10 tags in room C (8.9 m × 11.4 m × 2.8 m).
In the industrial setting, we set up 10 tags in an enclosed
area (6 m × 15 m × 5 m, see Fig. 7b).
Ground Truth & Baseline. We co-locate each tag with
an Ettus USRP N210 as a ground truth receiver to mea-
sure the received signal power at that location. For ground
truth location of the reader and the tags, we use a Bosch
laser rangefinder to survey our testbeds. We use absolute
power error as a metric for evaluating our estimated re-
ceived power at the tags and other locations. We use two
baselines to compare with RFIMap: a) Tag Reflection: use
the tag’s reflection power received at our receiver as an ap-
proximation of the power of the source signal received at
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 8: Overall Results: (a) CDF of the absolute error in predicting the signal power incident at all the deployed
RFID tags with the source operating at 2.4 GHz band. (b) CDF of the absolute error in the multipath aware spatial
interpolation of the signal power atmultiple random locations with the source operating at 2.4 GHz bandwith the
baseline usingRFIMap tagmeasurements to interpolate. (c) Absolute error in predicting the signal power incident
at RFID tags with the source operating at all frequencies from 650 MHz to 2 GHz.
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Figure 9: Effect of increasing the bandwidth on the ab-
solute power error.

that tag; b) Receiver RSSI: use received power at our re-
ceiver from the direct signal as an approximation of the
power of the source signal received at the tag. We also com-
pare the interpolation algorithm with a standard linear in-
terpolation technique.
Calibration.Due to the different filter characteristics of dif-
ferent USRP receivers, the power measurements received
at each frequency are very different from the estimated
power. Therefore, we need to conduct a calibration exper-
iment, where both the ground truth USRP and the receiver
USRP are colocated, and receiving the same transmission
signal simultaneously. Then, we use the difference in power
between the two received signals across frequencies as off-
sets to be added in our calculations when comparing mea-
surements from the two devices. Note that this one-time cal-
ibration has to be performed at all frequencies separately for
each tag.
Running Time. We run our code on an AMD 3 GHz 12-
core processor that it takes 4.5 s to estimate multipath in the
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Figure 10: Transmitter source Localization error at
various frequencies.

environment (an offline task not to be performed frequently)
and 0.9 ms to calculate the incident power at the tag.

7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
7.1 Overall System Performance
Estimated Received Power at Tags. We collect signal
measurements from the wideband receiver from a source at
2.4 GHz. By using our signal power estimation algorithm in
Sec. 4, we compare our estimate of the signal power to the
ground truth. The ground truth was collected by placing a
USRPN210 at the location of each tag receiving at the source
frequency. The CDF of the error between our estimate and
the ground truth is shown in Fig. 8a. RFIMap achieves 2.15
dB median error, and a 95% percentile error of 8.9 dB, com-
pared to 4.26 dB median error, and a 95% percentile error of
12.1 dB for tag reflection baseline and 6.27 dB median error,
and a 95% percentile of 17.6 dB for tag reflection baseline.
These results confirm the validity of the multipath model
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(a) Linear interpolation of the signal
power estimation at tags suffer from in-
accurate spectrum measurements

RFID Tags
Transmitter

(b) Multipath-aware interpolation to
generate a spectrum map with a peak
close to the true transmitter location

Figure 11: Spectrum maps for a conference room using different tech-
niques

Figure 12: Number of multipath
taps in different locations

generated using our signal power estimation algorithm at
the tag.
Interpolation Error. Next, using our existing multipath
model of the environment, RFIMap can estimate the spec-
trum power at any arbitrary location by first, performing
localization of the ambient transmitter and then using the
multipath model to estimate signal power at the queried lo-
cation. We compare the estimated power at the queried lo-
cation with a ground truth receiver operating at the source
frequency. Fig. 8b represents the CDF of the absolute power
error between our estimated signal power and the ground
truth. The baseline is calculated using a simple linear in-
terpolation of the estimated signal power at all tags. More-
over, we also depict the estimated signal power and show a
system-generated visualization of the spectrum map using
both RFIMap and our baseline at one of our testbeds shown
in Fig. 11. RFIMap shows a median interpolation error of 1.8
dB and 95% percentile of 7.8 dB compared to 3 dB median
error, and 95% percentile of 11.2 dB using linear interpola-
tion.
Wideband Sensing. In this experiment, we show that
RFIMap is capable of detecting tag reflections and predict-
ing received power at these tags for a wideband of frequen-
cies. To show this, we apply our signal power estimation al-
gorithm across all frequencies to estimate the signal power
at a tag by varying the source transmitter frequency from
650 MHz to 2 GHz. Fig. 8c confirms that RFIMap can sense
large swath of frequency bands showing less than 5 dB error.
It is worth mentioning that accuracy of RFIMap is limited by
the reflectivity of the tag at different frequencies which we
presented in Fig. 3 as it performs the best in the 915 MHz
ISM band and the 1.8-2 GHz band with less than 5 dB of
error.

7.2 Other System parameters
Hopping frequencies at TV white spaces. To mitigate
dominant reflectors close together, RFIMap hops over TV
whitespaces to improve the resolution and allow these re-
flectors to be disambiguated. To study hopping over the TV
whitespaces, we replace the commodity RFID reader with
a wideband receiver (a USRP in our implementation) and
emulate the RFID protocol behavior at the TV whitespaces.
Fig. 9 illustrates this effect by increasing the emulated band-
width (resulting from an increase in the number of frequen-
cies hopped) for multipath estimation and shows the cor-
responding error for predicting the incident power at the
tags at the 2.4 GHz band. As expected, we see a decreasing
trend of the error as we increase the effective bandwidth.
However, as the number of major reflectors are limited (as
we show in the next section), the error saturates after sepa-
rating these major reflectors using enough bandwidth. It is
worth mentioning that even with the 26 MHz bandwidth at
the 915 MHz band, RFIMap gets an approximation of the lo-
cation of the reflectors in the environment and can estimate
reasonably how the signal attenuates from the tag to the
reader, owing to its sparsity assumption that enables super-
resolution multipath disambiguation.
Locating transmitter source. Part of RFIMap is to locate
the transmitter source to better interpolate its interference
profile at different locations other than the deployed tags
as well as finding out the source of that interference. RF in-
terference is not always caused by a malicious or known
transmitter, sometimes is caused by malfunctioning elec-
tronic devices. In Fig. 10, we show the localization error for a
transmitter source.We conduct this experiment inwhichwe
vary the location of the transmitter in various environments
as well as varying the transmission frequency. RFIMap can
achieve a median error of 0.78 m and a 95% percentile of
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 13: System Analysis Results: (a) Mean Power Error with Distance from the Reader (b) Mean Power Error
with Distance from the Transmitter source (c) Absolute Power Error with different signals.

3.2 m. It is worth mentioning here that there exist ambient
sources, that transmit at the same frequency as our trans-
mitter source, which degrades localization accuracy.
Sparsity assumption of multipath. To validate the spar-
sity assumption of multipath in Sec. 4.2, we transmit wide-
band chirps of about 20 MHz bandwidth at 915 MHz ISM
band using a USRP N210 in multiple different indoor en-
vironments like a kitchen, conference room, living room,
etc. Another USRP is used to receive these wideband chirps
which are correlated with the transmitted chirp to estimate
the multipath channel. Fig. 12 represents the histogram of
the number of channel taps obtained using this correlation
across all the environments. We observe that all the loca-
tions had at most 6 channel taps which represent the num-
ber of multipath reflectors present in the environment.Thus,
for all of our tags we use the number of reflectors % to be
equal to 6 and we estimate the reflector locations using our
algorithm in Sec. 4 by hopping 50 frequencies in the ISM
band.
Tag to Reader Distance. We varied the distance between
an RFID tag and the RFID reader for a fixed source location
and estimated the signal power incident at the tag at the
source transmitter frequency. We compare this estimation
with the signal power obtained through a USRP co-located
at the tag location. We construct a histogram of these dif-
ferent distances and take the average of all estimated power
lying inside each bin. Fig. 13a shows how themean power er-
ror of the estimated received signal varies with the distance
between a tag and the reader.The mean error is around 3 dB
with no clear trend while varying distance between tag and
reader up to 8 m as the error is mainly related to reflector
characteristics at each location.
Source to Tag Distance. Similarly, we now vary the dis-
tance between the transmitter source and the tag keeping
the RFID reader at a fixed location. The estimated signal

power at the tag was compared to the ground truth sig-
nal power obtained using a USRP placed at the tag location.
Fig. 13b illustrates the effect of varying the distance between
a tag and the transmitter source. We observe that the mean
error is 2.8 to 3.7 dB with an increase in error variance when
increasing the distance between the tag and the source up
to 8 m. This happens because of the decrease in SNR at the
tag location with the increase in distance, which impacts
variance.
Source Signal Modulation. We also evaluate our system
for different signal modulations at the source transmitter.
Fig. 13c shows how the modulation of the source signal can
affect the error of estimated signal power at the tags. We
illustrate this effect for four different source signals: sine
wave, FM waves (used in SigFox, NB-IoT), Chirp Spread
Spectrum Modulations (used in LoRa), and OFDM modula-
tions (Cellular and WiFi). The absolute power error is the
lowest value sine waves while error increases to the maxi-
mum for Chirp Spread Spectrum Modulation. This is due to
the frequency-varying nature of the CSS waves, making it
difficult for the wideband receiver to disambiguate the am-
plitude variations due to the RFID tag. The other modula-
tions presented can be thought of more naturally as combi-
nations ofmultiple sine tones and thus perform quite similar
to sine waves.

8 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
We discuss open areas for improving RFIMap.
LimitedRFIDUHFBandwidth:TheUltra-high frequency
RFIDs have a limited bandwidth of 26 MHz, which can limit
the resolution (11.5m) of RFIMap to accurately locate the
reflectors in the environment, especially when the major re-
flectors are closer than this resolution. To break this limit,
our reader can be extended to hop over the TV whitespaces
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available from 470 MHz to 697 MHz to model the multipath
in the environment.
RFID Radar Cross Section: The differential radar cross
section of a tag that controls the power of the modulated
backscattered tag signal can vary significantly based on the
incident signal received at the tag [7, 35]. In other words,
the on-to-off modulation difference that the tag encodes on
top of the reader signal can vary based on the power of the
received reader signal. However, this doesn’t apply to the
transmitter source signal and our reader can see variations
of the modulated signal that is only controlled by the reader
hopping behavior at the 915 MHz band. In contrast, RFIMap
considers the reflected signal path loss from each tag which
can be inferred from the absolute power reflected off the tag
at the frequencies that the reader hops at.
Tag orientation to the transmitter: At the setup phase
of the tags, given that the location of the transmitter is
unknown, each tag orientation relative to the transmitter
may impact wireless signal measurements. Since the anten-
nas of these RFID tags are semi-directional, a transmitter
may reside in or near the nulls of some of these tags. We
can address this problem by placing multiple tags in differ-
ent orientations at approximately the same location given
the small size, low cost of these tags, and their ability to
scale spatially. For example, we can direct the orientation of
one tag to cover the nulls of the other tag, targeting omni-
directional angular sensitivity.
Orientation of the reader and tags: Since the commod-
ity RFID reader antennas are directional, RFIMap requires
the deployed tags to face the RFID reader so that enough
power can be incident on the tag to turn it ON. Thus, this
limits the deployment of RFID readers to walls only with a
wide field of view covering all the RFID tags deployed in the
space. This is a reasonable assumption as generally most of
the commercial RFID readers are deployed on walls with a
wide field of view.
Frequency scanning of the wideband receiver: RFIMap
use off-the-shelf USRP with tens of MHz of instantaneous
bandwidth that allow for sequentially scanning a wide spec-
trum. A USRP generally needs to take more than 60 seconds
to scan 1 GHz of bandwidth, which provides comparatively
low temporal resolution when there are multiple desired fre-
quencies across wideband. Future work can replace USRPs
with recent software radio platforms that allow for rapid
wideband sensing [15] or deploying other wideband spec-
trum sensors (e.g. !3 [14]) as receivers.
Sensing range: The range of our system is the range of
an RFID reader which is around 15 meters. This is limited
by the signal attenuation of the tag response. For indoor
room-scale deployments, this limitation is quite reasonable.

However, for a wide-area spectrum map, RFIMap would re-
quire multiple readers to be deployed in the area. A rea-
sonable solution for this problem is to deploy low-cost OTS
readers, along with low cost receivers that ease the deploy-
ment RFIMap over large spaces. An alternative would be
to co-optimize RFIMap with recent long-range RFID solu-
tions [48].
Dependency on the reader type: Other than differences
in the readers’ range, RFIMap is agnostic to the type of the
commercial reader. RFIMap can perform its tasks as long as
the tags are energized and queried, which in turn enables
the tags to start to reflect ambient signals.
Receiver cost: While building and evaluating RFIMap, we
use a USRP as a wideband receiver. However, this can be
replaced, in production, by any low-cost SDR platform[34]
or receiver. The choice of what type of receiver to be used is
directly related to the application in mind. For example, in
a smart manufacturing scenario, a narrowband receiver is
required to be tuned only to the frequency band inwhich the
machinery communicates at. On the other hand, a wideband
receiver is needed for enforcing radio quiet zones.
Extreme/Dynamic multipath: RFIMap chooses to model
the multipath as a finite number of static dominant reflec-
tors. However, this assumption may not hold under dense
multipath. In these situations, the number of surrounding
dominant reflectors can be much higher than our parame-
ters in the optimization algorithm for channel estimation
(Sec. 4.2). Performing accurate model estimation based on
the RFID tag’s response in such scenarios continues to re-
main an open problem for future work.

9 CONCLUSION
This paper present RFIMap, the first system that builds wide-
band fine-grained spectrum map using COTS battery-free
RFID tags. RFIMap achieves this by receiving and process-
ing the backscatter signal across a wide spectrum of dis-
tributed deployed RFID tags. We show how to obtain the
signal power measurement at each tag of different frequen-
cies by modeling signal paths using the 915 MHz ISM band
transmission of the RFID reader.We deployed and evaluated
RFIMap in diverse indoor environments, including indus-
trial and office spaces. Comprehensive experiments demon-
strate the potential of employing RFIMap for the various ap-
plications desiring a dense RF spectrum map, such as moni-
toring ambient interference in smart manufacturing and air-
planes. We believe that further improving time resolution
and sensing range remain important problems for future
work.
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